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Motivation

I Difficult to evaluate performance of illiquid assets like PE

I Performance measures like IRR or MOIC have limitations

I SDF approach to performance evaluation (Kaplan and
Schoar (2005), Korteweg and Nagel (2016), Gredil,
Sorensen, Waller (2019))
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Motivation

Gompers, Kaplan, Mukharlyamov (2016)

I Fewer than 8% of LPs view performance relative to public
markets as the most important benchmark



This paper - IPE

I Key idea: use an investor’s own portfolio return to form
the SDF
I Investor Portfolio Equivalent (IPE)
I Depend on different risk tolerance - reflected in an

investor’s optimal mix of stocks and bonds
I If IPE > 0, an investor can raise the growth rate of her

investment portfolio by allocating toward PE

I Problem: IPE can be positive even if fund returns can be
replicated by publicly traded investments
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This paper - GIPE

I GIPE allows for different investor risk aversions
I Results in different leverage choices across the investors

I If GIPE > 0, allocate toward PE, even after accounting
for differences in leverage



This paper - Pensions

I Focus on pension plans

I Compute the IPE and GIPE from the perspective of
pension plans

I Sample period 1995-2018



Findings

I Average IPE is positive, GIPE is 0 for PE funds
I Difference in results suggest higher exposure of PE to

market fluctuations
I GIPE - GIPE(mkt-repli) is statistically insignificant

I Pension plans are not better off investing more in private
equity vs. public equity

I Buyout being the only exception

I Similar results at the pension plan level
I GIPE is close to 0, but better than the benchmark of

investing in all PE funds in a vintage year



Findings

I Explore what pension plan characteristics explain the
differences in PE performance
I Plans experience better performance in PE funds that

they actually invest in
I Driven by access and not selection skill
I Decompose IRR into alpha and risk compensation

I Underfunded pension plans, plans with political influence
take more risk and earn lower risk-adjusted returns in PE

I Suggests agency problems



Comments

I What do LPs say?

I Methodology - Are allocations (up to PE) optimal?

I GIPE vs. GPME

I Access or skill?



What do LPs say?

Gompers, Kaplan, Mukharlyamov (2016)

I 2/3 of PE investors report absolute measure of
performance is most important (net IRR and net MOIC)



Methodology

I G(IPE) uses the cumulative return on the investor’s
portfolio to discount PE cash flows

I Depends on the investor’s remaining portfolio (stocks,
bonds, other alternatives)

I How much depends on the optimality of this allocation?

I If it’s an open question whether the allocation to PE is
optimal, why do we believe the remaining portfolio is
optimal?
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GIPE vs. GPME

Table 2

I No difference between the GIPE and GPME

I Pension portfolio of risky assets is not very different from
CRSP-value weighted

I Help to highlight the improvements



Pension Performance

I Plan-level performance is compared to a ”benchmark”
GIPE, defined as the equal-weighted average of all private
equity funds in a given vintage, irrespective of whether
the pension plan invested or not



Pension Performance

Lerner (2007)

I The right comparison portfolio is one that pension had
access to but chose not to invest in (Lerner (2007))

I Show GIPE(inv. EW) - GIPE metrics for reinvested and
not reinvested rather than naive benchmark



Pension Performance

I Paper tackles this in a regression framework using
plan-fund observations
I But the results are flipped?
I Performance is worse for reinvestment
I Suggesting that higher performance from committed

funds is driven by access not skill

I Is the difference just sample difference?

I Or changes in fund persistence? Another way to
contribute to the literature



Conclusion

I Great paper with intuitive methodology

I LPs measure performance using absolute returns

I LP portfolio allocations may not be optimal

I Make explicit (G)IPE improvements over existing PME
measures

I Reconciling with the existing literature


